RESOLUTION

EXTENDING CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NASHUA ELKS CRUSADERS MIDGET GIRLS SPIRIT SQUAD

CITY OF NASHUA

In the Year Two Thousand and Seven

RESOLVED by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua that Congratulations from Mayor Bernard A. Streeter and the Board of Aldermen are hereby extended to the Nashua Elks Crusaders Midget Girls Spirit Squad. Under the direction of the spirit coordinator Sharon Robinson and head coach Diane Champa, along with her assistant coaches Norma Moreau, Kathleen O’Leary, Christy Lepine, and Stephanie O’Leary, and trainer Stephanie Moreau, the girls worked hard throughout the season. They formed bonds of lifelong friendships through their dedication to the squad. They showed that through “spirit, pride, and heart” they could accomplish their goal. They performed their routine flawlessly and received first place at the NH/AYC (American Youth Cheer) Competition and went on to regional competition in Worcester, Massachusetts. Your enthusiasm, hard work, dedication and accomplishments bring recognition and pride to the City of Nashua. We thank you for your spirit.

Congratulations to Team Members:

Amanda Soly      Camila Paiva
Chantell Morin    Caitlyn Webber-Rebiero
Samantha Lane    Katherine Swift
Hanna Yates       Taylor Sundstrom
Kirsten Varney   Brittney Champa
Courtney Dadley  Alexia Austin
Shayna Boudreau  Alexandra Vrouhas
Sarah Sperow     Samantha Camp-Woodman
Surina Frost     Cassandra Lepine
Amanda Berlandi  Kelsey Frothingham
Kyra Leedberg
Kara Bachelder   Brooke Poulin
Kayla Nelson

Sharon Robinson – Spirit Coordinator
Diane Champa – Head Coach
Norma Moreau – Assistant Coach
Kathleen O’Leary – Assistant Coach
Christy Lepine – Assistant Coach
Stephanie O’Leary – Assistant Coach
Stephanie Moreau - Trainer